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Introduction. Large uncertainty in global/regional sea level 
projections among CMIP3-5  
§  50% of the spread in sea level is caused by Ocean Heat Content 

§  50% of Ocean Heat Uptake is caused by vertical heat 
transport processes 

§  Large disagreement coincides with regions of maximum sea-level 
rise in the Southern Ocean and North Atlantic 
§  Key regions to transport heat and other tracers to deep ocean 
§  Important role of OHC in Earth’s climate energy budget 

Figure 2: Global ocean zonal mean temperature (left, °C) and salinity (right, psu). (a) 
observations; (b) model errors, defined as [last 10-year average – observations (WOA2009)] 

Considerations 
§  The ACCESS-OM2 produces results comparable to other CORE-II 

models (Griffies et al., 2014) 
§  Weak warming tendency occurs along the inter annual cycles, 

although the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean 
temperature remains reasonably constant 

§  The surface boundary heating comes mainly from air-sea flux: the net 
surface heating is the residual between radiative and turbulent fluxes 

§  Runoff is secondly important for the net surface boundary heating – 
cooling of the global ocean, while precipitation-evaporation warms it.  

§  Next steps: 
§  Do fully closed ocean heat budget: investigate vertical transport 

(surface heat budget) and transport convergence (vertically 
integrated heat budget) 

§  JRA-55 experiment: quantify differences of surface heating from 
the forcing 

§  Eddy-permitting resolution: effects of parameterized resolved 
transport 

§  FAFMIP experimets – using coupled model ACCESS-CM2, 
investigate separetely effects of momentum (wind stress), heat 
and freshwater 
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Figure 1: Simulated evolution of the annual mean, volume-weighted global ocean (a) potential 
temperature (°C) and (b) salinity (psu). 

Figure 4 Annual mean time series of ocean fields: (a) global mean surface ocean temperature. (b) 
Global ocean area-averaged heat flux crossing ocean surface boundary, with positives values for heat 
entering the ocean. (c) Global area-averaged, depth-integrated heating tendency. (d) Global ocean 
area-averaged surface heat flux coupler components (radiative and turbulent fluxes). 

Objective: 
§  Investigate differences in Ocean Heat Uptake and redistribution in 

the ACCESS-OM under both CORE-II and JRA-55 forcing 
§  Perform a fully closed ocean heat budget analysis of ACCESS 

modelling system Figure 3: Sea surface temperature and salinity biases (model – WOA2009 observation). (a) 
temperature in °C and (b) salinity in psu. 

Methods: 
§  ACCESS-OM2: ocean (MOM5), sea-ice (CICE5.0) coupled 

model 
§  CORE-II Inter Annual Forcing: 4 cycles of 60 years: Done 
§  JRA-55 Inter Annual Forcing: downloading last version (v0.4) 
 

Results: 
•  Relative to CORE-II Inter Annual run: 

•  Model ocean climate = last 10-year average 

Chapter 5. Ocean heat transport and heat budgets Section 5.8

seawater through boundary mixing processes. It is therefore physically sensible to combine the pro-
cesses we term “mixing” with the non-advective boundary fluxes.

non-advective boundary + mixing = temp vdiffuse sbc+ frazil 2d+ sw heat

+ temp vdiffuse diff cbt+ temp nonlocal KPP+ temp eta smooth

+ neutral diffusion temp+ temp vdiffuse k33

+ temp xlandmix+ temp xlandinsert.
(5.86)

Again, the terms neutral diffusion temp, temp vdiffuse k33, temp xlandmix, and temp xlandinsert
are absent in the CM2.5 and CM2.6 simulations.

5.8.2 Global mean surface ocean temperature
We start our discussion of the surface heat budget by considering the global mean of the surface ocean
temperature. Horizontally integrating equation (5.76) to leads to the surface heat budget
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where we dropped the source term. Global surface ocean heat is thus impacted by vertical transport
through advection and subgrid scale processes, and by boundary fluxes. This decomposition of ocean
heating follows that proposed in Section 5.8.1.1.

Figure 5.17 shows the annual mean time series for the global mean temperature within the ocean
surface in the CM2-O suite of simulations, with this diagnostic computed according to4

h⇥ik=1 =
R
k=1⇥dAdz
R
k=1 dAdz

. (5.88)

The global volume of the surface grid cell,

Vk=1 =
Z

k=1
dAdz (5.89)

remains relatively steady in time, largely due to the use of z⇤ as a vertical coordinate whereby trends in
sea level (Figure 4.4) are distributed throughout the full depth. Hence, variability in the averaged surface
temperature (5.88) is dominated by variations in dthe numerator, which measures the heat within the
top grid cells. It is notable that the CM2.6 simulation exhibits the least drift in Figure 5.17 from initial
conditions, whereas the two coarser models generally cool during the first few decades.

Recall that the global mean temperature, averaged over the full ocean, steadily rises for each of the
three models (Figure 5.9). Hence, a net uptake of heat into the ocean, thus increasing the global mean
ocean temperature according to equation (5.31), does not necessarily mean the surface temperature in-
creases (Figure 5.17). The reason is that surface boundary heating can be readily transported into the
ocean interior through vertical advective and subgrid scale transfer, as per the budget shown in equation
(5.87).

We illustrate this process in Figure 5.18 by showing a time series for the horizontally integrated heat
accumulated in the surface ocean cells, the corresponding heat transported vertically, and the contribu-
tion from surface boundary fluxes. The net heat remaining in the surface ocean is indeed a small residual

4Since the top grid cell has a time-dependent thickness, this diagnostic is slightly distinct from the area averaged sea surface
temperature (SST) computed without the thickness weighting. Nonetheless, the area averaged SST and grid cell averaged surface
temperature exhibit very similar quantitative behaviour. The reason is that the top grid cell in a z⇤ model has a thickness that remains
very close to the constant resting value of 10 m in the A CM2-O suite.
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•  Surface Heat Budget 

 Sfc_hflux_coupler = radiative + turbulent 
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Figure 1. Multi-model (a) ensemble mean and (b) spread (twice the standard deviation) of the CMIP5 sea level change (m). All the figures
show the difference between the mean of the last and first decades. Sea level change is shown relative to the global mean sea level rise i.e.
negative values indicate that the local sea level rise is less than global mean sea level rise.

2012, Bouttes et al 2012), with the spread between the models
being greatest at high latitudes (figure 1(b); see also figure
S2 of Bouttes et al 2012, for individual models). The spatial
standard deviation of sea level change gives an indication of
the magnitude of the spatial variation of sea level change. After
100 years under the 1% CO2 scenario, the CMIP5 models have
a spatial standard deviation lying between 0.05 (CESM1-BGC,
MRI-CGCM3 and NorESM1-ME) and 0.09 m (CanESM2,
MIROC-ESM and MPI-ESM-P) (table 1).

The patterns of change in surface fluxes of momentum
(windstress), heat (radiative, latent and sensible) and water
(precipitation and evaporation; our diagnostics do not include
river runoff or freshwater fluxes from sea ice freezing and
melting) between the atmosphere and the ocean influence
the pattern of sea level change, principally through their
effects on ocean density; the pattern of sea level change
on decadal timescales can be well-approximated by steric
sea level change, with the contribution due to barotropic
circulation change being comparatively unimportant (Lowe
and Gregory 2006). Changes in ocean density are caused both
directly, by the surface buoyancy fluxes, and indirectly, through
the redistribution of interior properties caused by alterations in
ocean horizontal and vertical circulation forced by changes in
surface buoyancy and momentum fluxes (Bouttes et al 2013).
For the recent past, the windstress change appears to play a
role in setting the sea level change pattern in some regions,
such as in the Indian and Pacific oceans (Timmermann et al
2010, Merrifield and Maltrud 2011, Nidheesh et al 2013).

For the future, models simulate various geographical
patterns of the surface flux changes (figure 2). The largest
changes in zonal wind stress are found in the Southern
Ocean, where the spread is also the largest (figures 2(a) and
(b)). The heat flux change has its greatest magnitude in the
North Atlantic and is also substantial in the Southern Ocean
(figure 2(c)). These regions and the Western North Pacific
are where the spread is the largest (figure 2(d)). The change
in fresh water flux is characterized by higher values around
the equator and at high latitudes, and smaller ones around
the tropics (figure 2(e)), while the greatest spread is at low
latitudes (figure 2(f)). In this study we do not analyse the sea
level change in the Arctic Ocean because it is likely to be
linked with sea ice and runoff changes, whose effect on the

surface freshwater flux is not accounted for in the experiment
setup used.

It has been shown that the windstress change has a
large effect on projected 21st century sea level change in
the Southern Ocean (Bouttes et al 2012) and Southern Indo-
Pacific (Timmermann et al 2010), while the heat flux change
dominates the sea level change in the North Atlantic (Bouttes
et al 2013). Here we systematically evaluate the role of all
three surface fluxes, both separately and in conjunction, on
projected sea level change worldwide in the CMIP5 models,
in terms of sea level pattern and spread between models. We
also investigate the contribution to the model spread which
arises from their having different control climate states of the
3D ocean temperature field.

2. Methods

To evaluate the role of the three surface fluxes on the sea
level change, we use the FAMOUS model (Jones 2003, Smith
et al 2008). FAMOUS is an AOGCM based on HadCM3
(Gordon et al 2000), with a lower resolution which allows
it to run approximately twenty times faster. The ocean grid has
a resolution of 3.75� longitude by 2.5� latitude with 20 levels,
while in the atmosphere it is 7.5� longitude by 5� latitude, with
11 vertical levels.

In the simulations, FAMOUS is run under control bound-
ary conditions (including a prescribed CO2 value fixed at the
pre-industrial level). In each simulation, the surface fluxes
computed by FAMOUS are modified by the addition of anoma-
lous surface fluxes taken from one of the CMIP5 models.
The CMIP5 anomalous surface fluxes are obtained as the
difference between the monthly mean flux in the CMIP5 1%
CO2 simulation and the corresponding monthly mean flux in
the control simulation. By considering the difference between
the 1% CO2 and parallel pre-industrial control runs we remove
any drift that would be present in the CMIP5 simulations.
As well as the effect of climate change due to CO2, the
monthly anomalous fluxes also reflect internally generated
variability on monthly and longer timescales in the CMIP5
model concerned. Applying the fluxes will therefore increase
the variability on such timescales in the FAMOUS simulation,
although this added variability and the internally generated
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Bouttes & Gregory (2014)

• Ocean heat uptake and vertical/lateral transport 

• Long standing scientific question of great societal importance  
(WCRP Grand Challenge Regional Sea Level and Coastal Impacts)

• Lack mechanistic view of the physical processes  
(diagnostics & international coordination) => CMIP6/FAFMIP (Flux-Anomaly-Forced 
MIP) and OMIP



• Temperature equation 

• LHS - net heat tendency


• RHS - Transport convergence terms:


• ADV = resolved advection 


• EIT = Eddy-induced transport (advection + diffusion)


• KPP = nonlocal K-profile parametrisation (mixed layer physics)


• SW = Shortwave penetration


• SUBMESO = Submesoscale restratification on the mixed layer


• VDIFF = Vertical (diapycnal diffusion)


• OVERFLOW = Overflow of dense waters parametrisation

Ocean heat budget analysis

previously (e.g. ????). In addition, the surface forcing from the Japan Meteorological Agency

(JMA) called JRA55-DO (Driving Ocean) brings progress in both spacial-temporal resolution

(horizontal grid of 0.56� and all fields within 3-hours time resolution) in relation to CORE-II, in

addition to a frequently updated to the near-present, covering from 1958 to December 2016 (?).

3. Results

To investigate in details the processes responsible for the temperature patterns, we make use of

the online diagnostics of the ocean heat budget. The temperature equation in a ocean model is

represented by:

r0cp
∂Q
∂ t

=�—.(FADV +FEIT +FKPP +FSW +FSUBMESO +FV DIFF +FOV ERFLOW ) (1)

where Q is the potential temperature, r0 is a reference density (1023 kg.m�3) and cp is the heat

capacity (3989.245 J.kg�1.C�), being the convergence of heat flux (r0cp∂Q/∂ t) and the terms on

the RHS of the Equation ?? presented in W.m�3. These terms represent different processes in the

ocean, where the resolved advection (FADV ) and the sub-grid scale (SGS) processes (FEOA, FKPP,

FSW , FSUBMESO, FV DIFF ) redistributes the heat flux entering by the surface boundary (FSF ). The

SGS processes includes the K-Profile parametrization for the surface mixed layer, the penetrative

shortwave radiation (SW), the re-stratification term (SUBMESO) from mixed-layer submesoscale

eddy processes, the eddy-induced transpport which includes both mesoscale eddy advection

parametrized through GM scheme and the isoneutral diffusion (as discussed previously by ??),

the vertical diffusion (VDIFF), which accounts the vertical portion of isoneutral diffusion (k33),

surface boundary fluxes and background vertical diffusivity (k) - defined equal to a constant

value outside the tropical band (k0 of 1 x 10�5 m2 s�1), and reduced to 0.1 x 10�5 m2 s�1 at the
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• Model drift studies

- Improving model drift/bias:


- subgrid-scale parametrisation


- high-resolution solutions


- advection, shortwave schemes

Global mean temperature (°C) Global heat convergence (°C/Yr)

*Results from ACCESS-OM2 - CORE NYF



• Ocean heat balance
Global heat convergence (°C/Yr)

*Results from MOM5-SIS - CORE NYF

0-300 m 300-1200 m 1200-6000 m

- Long spin-up = stable mean-state


- “control” experiment


- Processes are in a balance

- Heat redistribution: regional processes



• Ocean heat uptake and redistribution

*Results from MOM5-SIS - CORE IAF

- Perturbed experiments:


- Inter annual forcing


- Idealised forcing (e.g. FAFMIP)


- Contrasted with control


- how processes differ?

Global heat convergence (°C/Yr)

Heat tendencies over 1993-2007 (W.m-2)



Summary

• Ocean heat budget analysis - useful tool for: 

• Scientific questions - ocean heat uptake and redistribution processes 

• ocean variability on different time scales 

• climate change scenarios 

• Model development - help to test features and reduce model drift 

• Next steps: 

• complement analysis using thermohaline coordinates (water mass 

framework) 

• Idealised experiments like FAFMIP - climate change scenarios on OGCMs


